Structural parameters from 19F homonuclear dipolar couplings, obtained by multipulse solid-state NMR on static and oriented systems.
Local macromolecular structure can be determined by solid-state NMR measurements of weak dipolar couplings between selectively labeled groups. The nonperturbing use of 2H, 13C, or 15N in biological systems, however, faces drawbacks in terms of a low sensitivity and a comparatively short distance range relative to 1H. To extend these limitations, we illustrate the use of 19F as an alternative NMR probe. The Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) multipulse sequence was adapted here to measure homonuclear dipolar couplings between two fluorine labels in static samples at 470 MHz. Two lipids (4, 4-DMPC-F2, and a difluorinated sterol), which are arranged in liquid crystalline bilayers, serve as models to assess the scope of the technique. In these 19F-background-free biological samples, weak couplings down to 100 Hz could be resolved directly from the splitting of the pure dipolar powder lineshape, and 1H-decoupling was not required. Order parameters were determined for the anisotropic motion of the lipids, consistent with their expected behavior in the membrane. Besides measuring the distance-dependent term of the dipolar coupling in powder samples, we have also used oriented membranes to extract additional angular information from the dipolar anisotropy. The strategy presented here thus has the potential to obtain not only the internuclear distance between two labels, but also their angular orientation in the sample, provided the molecules are aligned as a membrane or a fiber.